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Detachmentfaults(i.e., regionallow-anglenormalfaults) in metamorphiccorecomplexesof the
North AmericanCordilleracommonlyexhibit doublyplungingantiformal (domal) and synformal
(basinal) geometries.These geometrieshave been previouslyattributed to the superposition
of two processes:(1) the antiformsand synformswith axes parallel to the extensiondirection
originatedasprimary fault undulationsor corrugationsdevelopedcoevallywith fault sllp, and (2)
the antiforms and synforms with axes perpendicular to the extension direction were produced by
isostatic uplift due to tectonic denudation. However, the coaxial relationship between undulations
of detachment faults and the sedimentary beds and metamorphic foliations in both the upper and
lower plates of some detachment fault systems in the U.S. Cordillera suggeststhat the synforms
and antiforms with axes parallel to the extension direction may have formed as folds, and that
the domal and basinal geometry of detachment faults may have formed synchronously by a
single process. A three-dimensional, elastic thin plate model is developed to investigate possible
mechanisms for the formation of domal and basinal detachment faults. This model explores the
interactions among the vertical, horizontal, and basal sheafing forces during the formation of
warped detachment faults. The model considers the role of compression perpendicular to the
extension direction and stress reduction parallel to the extension direction. The results of the
model suggest that the stress reduction itself in the extension direction is insufficient to cause
buckling of a thin elastic crust. Two mechanisms are most likely to explain the formation of domal

and basinalgeometriesof detachmentfaults: (1) an upwardpushingby undulatorycrustalroots
or buoyant synextensionalplutons beneath the extensionalbelt, and (2) buckling causedby
a compression perpendicular to the extension direction. Both mechanisms are consistent with
the geologicconstraints during the developmentof Cordilleran core complexes. In addition to
isostatic uplift due to tectonic denudation, upward warping of detachment faults can also be
caused by buckling, basal shearing, and buoyant forces.

INTRODUCTION

genieswas the major causefor the development of core complexes and Late Cenozoic extension in the North American

Genera/Background

Cordillera.

Cordilleran metamorphic core complexes are distinctive
structural

associations

that

consist

of detachment

faults

(i.e., regionallow-anglenormalfaults)juxtaposingbrittlely

These workers consider

that

the thick continen-

tal crust formed by the Mesozoicthrusting was gravitationally unstable and spread outward under its own weight. The
initiation of spreading is attributed to either the reduction

of viscosityby a mantle-derivedheating event during midTertiary time [Coney,1987]or the thermalrelaxationof the
overthickened
crust [Sondereta/., 1987]. On the basisof
plate [Coney,1980]. The detachmentfaults are commonly
an elasticmodel, Yin [1989a]suggestedthat the combined
warped into doubly plungingantiforms(domes) and synboundary and basal shearingforcesdue to plate interactions
forms(basins)with their major and minor axesparalleland
extended rocks in an upper plate with ductilely stretched
and sheared metamorphic and igneous rocks in a lower

perpendicular to the regional extension direction. The domal and basinal geometriesof the detachment faults strongly
control the distribution and exposures of the midcrustal
rocks in the North American Cordillera that were uplifted

duringCenozoicextensionalongdetachmentfaults[Grittenden et M., 1980; Frost and Martin, 1982; Armstrong, 1982;

Wernicke,1985;Daviset M., 1986].
The origin of Cordilleran metamorphic core complexesis

and the spreading of the weak middle and lower crust can
explain the formation of regionallow-anglenormal faults in

Cordilleran core complexes.
The initial dip of detachment faults in the Cordilleran core
complexeshas been hotly debated in the past few years. Observations of normal faulting in regions of active continen-

tal extensionsuggestthat large seismogenicnormal faults

arerestricted
to dipangles
of around
300-600
[Jackson
and

controversial. Coney [1980], Dickinson[1981], and Arm- McKenzie, 1983; Jackson,1987; Jacksonand White, 1989].
strong [1982], amongothers,proposedthat the formation However,a low-anglenormal faulting event with a dip anof the core complexes was directly related to interaction
between the North American and Pacific plates. In con-

trast, Coney and Harms [1984],Sonderet al. [1987],and
Wernickeeta/. [1987] emphasizedthat instability of the
overthickenedcrust formed during the Sevier-Laramide oro-

gleof possibly
aslowas200wasreported
by Doser[1987]

for the 1964 Ancash, Peru, earthquakein the high Andes of
northern Peru. Contrary to the usual geometry of presently
active normal faults in the world, field relationships in the
North American Cordillera stronglysuggestthat most Cenozoic detachments are primary low-angle normal faults that

initiatedat dipsof lessthan 30o and root into the crust
Copyright 1991 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

[Burchfieleta/., 1989; Davis and Lister, 1988; Lister and
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Davis, 1989; John, 1987; Reynolds and Spencer, 1985; Wer-
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The undulatoryshapeof low-angledetachment
faultshas to be concordant with the younger fault. Second, the two
been described in many core complexes of North America

faults do not have to be exactly parallel, even though they

[Spencer,1982, 1985; Davis et al., 1980, 1982; John, 1987; were folded at the same time, because strict parallelism is
Davis and Lister, 1988]. Figure I showsthe distribution only required if the folding mechanismis exclusivelyflexuof major domal and basinal detachment faults in the Col-

ral slip. In fact, despite the disharmonic geometry of the

oradoRiver ExtensionalCorridor [Howardand John,1987] two faults in detail, their dominant wavelengths are very
in southeastern
California
and western Arizona.
The area
consistent(Figure 2b), suggestingthat the two faults may
has been systematically mapped in the past decade, and the
geometry and kinematic evolution of detachment faults are

well documented[Davis et al., 1980, 1982; Howard et al.,
1982; John, 1982, 1987; Howard and John, 1987; Spencer,

1985; Spencerand Reynolds, 1990]. Major domal uplifts
from north to south are the Dead Mountains antiform,
Sacramento Mountains antiform, Chemehuevi Mountains
antiform, Whipple Mountains antiform, Buckskin-Rawhide
Mountains antiforms, and Harcuvar-Harquahala Mountains
antiforms. Spacing between the major domal structures is
about 35-60 km, and the maximum amplitude is between 1
and 2 km. The geometry of the detachment faults between
the structural domes is basinal, because all dip away from
the mountain ranges. Detailed correlations of detachment
faults from mountain range to mountain range, however, remain problematic because the characteristics of the lower

plate lithology and structuresvary from place to place [cf.
Davis and Lister, 1988; John, 1987]. Superimposed
on each
major domal detachment fault are numerous undulations or
corrugations that trend parallel to the extension direction.

indeed have warped at the same time during their late stage
of development.
In the Whipple Mountains, the synforms and antiforms
with axes parallel to the extension direction in the lower
plate of the Whipple detachment fault are defined by my-

lonitic foliationand sheetlikegraniticplutons[Daviset al.,
1980, 1982]. These axes coincidewith the major or long
axesof fault corrugations(Figure 2c). However,the my-

loniticfoliationgenerally
dips5o to 25o moresteeplythan
the fault [Davis, 1988]. Davis and Lister [1989]attributed
this discordanceto multiple episodesof warping.
The relationship between warped detachment faults and
bedding attitudes in its upper plates has important implications for the origin of the domal and basinal detachment
faults. This relationship is, however, commonly obscured
by multiple generationsof normal faulting and associated
tilting of strata in most core complexes. In addition, the

magnitude
of warping
(lessthan20ø) is muchlessthanthe
magnitude
of tiltingof the beds(40-70
o) dueto rotation
along normal faults in the upper plates. Thus, to what

Theseminor corrugationshaveshorterwavelengths
(several degree the warping of detachment faults affected the attihundredsof meters to severalkilometers)and smaller am- tudes of upper plate bedding is not always clear. Possible
alternation of tilting of strata and warping of detachment
plitudes(severaltensto a few hundredmeters).
The Sacramento

Mountains

detachment

fault in the north-

faults during development of detachment fault systems is

ern part of the ColoradoRiver ExtensionalCorridor (Fig- another factor that may further complicate the pattern of
ures 1 and 2a) was describedin detail by Spencer[1985]. bedding attitudes in upper plates. Gently dipping, upper
Overall, the northern half of the Sacramento Mountains is
an antiform with a half wavelength of at least 10 km perpendicular to the extension direction and an amplitude of
at least 350 m. Figure 2a is a minimum-relief contour map

plate strata can changetheir strikes significantly by warping

of its basal detachmentfault [Spencer,1985]. This map is

On the other hand, steeply dipping strata and upper plate
high-anglenormal faults changetheir strikes very little dur-

based on the fact that the preerosional elevation of eroded

parts of the fault was at least as high as the exposedlower
plate rocks, and the elevation of its buried parts is at least
as low as the exposedupper plate rocks. Although this map
does not represent the exact geometry of the fault because
of poor constraints where the fault is eroded or buried, it
neverthelessprovides a general pattern of a warped detachment fault surface. The antiforms parallel or subparallel to
the extensiondirection have a wavelengthof about 3 km and
an amplitude of about 100-200 m.
The three-dimensional geometry of the detachment faults

ofdetachment
faults.Forexample,
a beddipping30o to the
N45øEdirection
changes
its strikefromN45øWto N76øW
bya rotationof20o abouta horizontal
axistrending
N45øE.
ingwarping
of detachment
faults.A beddipping60o to the
N45øEdirection
changes
itsstrikeofN45øWforonly9obya
rotationof20o abouta horizontal
axistrending
N45øE.Such
complex tilting history may have occurred in the Whipple
Mountains area. Figure 2d is a structure map of the southernmost Whipple Mountains simplified from Dickey et al.

[1980] which showsthe relationshipbetweenthe attitude

of the Whipple detachment fault and the upper plate bedding attitudes measured from Miocene sedimentary rocks
that consistof sandstone,conglomerate,siltstone, and limein the ChemehueviMountainswasdescribedby John[1987]. stone. In the westernmost part of the area the Whipple
Figure 2b showscross-sectionalviews of the two major de- detachment fault dips to the southwest, and the strike of
bedding is parallel to the strike of upper plate normal faults.
tachment faults, the lower and older Mobave Wash fault and
the higherandyoungerChemehuevi
fault. John[1987]noted The rotational history in this part of the area is probably
that undulations of the two faults have different amplitudes simple, because the pattern of the bedding attitudes can
and wavelengths. Although John inferred the detachment be explained by rotation about an axis that is subparallel
fault undulations parallel to the extension direction as pri- to the strike of the upper plate normal faults and the local
mary and coeval with fault slip, the observation itself does strike of the detachment fault. This may not be the case,
not preclude that the undulations are secondaryand formed however, for the area to the east in the central and eastern
by folding. First, the two faults clearly developed at differ- parts of Figure 2d where the Whipple detachmentfault dips
ent times on the basisof crosscuttingrelationships[John, to the south and southeast. The bedding abovethis segment

1987] (Figure 2b). If the warpingof the detachmentfaults

of the detachment

had occurred during the entire phase of extension in the
area, then the early warped detachment fault does not need

northwest, east-west, and northeast. This pattern cannot be
explained by rotation about a single axis. Instead, multiple

fault strikes in three dominant

directions:
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Fig. 1. Distribution of major detachment faults and antiforms and synforms in the Colorado River Extensional

Corridor [Howard and John, 1987], southeasternCalifornia and western Arizona, modified from Spencer and
Reynolds[1990], Davis et al. [1980, 1982], and John [1987]. A, Artillery Mountains; B, Black Mountains; BS,
Buckskin Mountains; BW, Bill Williams Mountains; C, Chemehuevi Mountains; D, Dead Mountains; H, Homer
Mountains; HCV, Harcuvar Mountains; HQHL, Harquahala Mountains; LMR, Little Maria Mountains; M, Moon
Mountains; MH, Mohave Mountains; MR, Maria Mountains; OW, Old Woman Mountains; P, Palen Mountains;
PC, Poachie Mountains; PU, Piute Mountains; R, Rawhide Mountains; S, Sacramento Mountains; T, Turtle
Mountains; W, Whipple Mountains. Locations of Figures 2a, 2c and cross sections AA' and BB' across the
Chemehuevi Mountains in Figure 2b are also shown.

generationsof rotations around multiple axes are required.
The northwest strike parallel to the strike of the upper plate
normal faults is probably due to upper plate normal faulting. The east-west and northeast strikes are probably due
to warping of the Whipple detachmentfault that rotates the
strike of the early tilted beds about an axis tending in the

extensiondirection(NE-SW).

ing of detachment faults on the attitudes of upper plate bed-

ding (Figure 2d) and coaxialityof foldsin sedimentarybeds
[Stewartand Diamond, 1990],antiformsand synformsof foliationsand sheetlikeplutons(Figure 2c), and undulations
of detachment faults suggest, or at least do not preclude,
that the fault corrugations parallel to the extension direction formed by folding of originally more planar surfaces.

In the Weepah Hills area of southwestern Nevada the relationship between the warped Miocene Weepah Hills detach-

Mechanisms/'or

ment

and BasinM

fault

and the beds of the Miocene

Esmeralda

Forma-

the Formation

Detachment

of the Domal

Faults

tion in its upper plate is well preserved due to a relatively

smalleramount of upper plate extension[Stewart and Diamond, 1990]. The Miocene Esmeraldastrata are gently

RehrigandReynolds[1980],Hyndman[1980],and Howard
et M. [1982],amongothers,proposed
that the antiformalup-

folded, and the fold axes coincide with the corrugationsof
the Weepah detachment fault. The possible effect of warp-

lift of core complexesperpendicular to the extension direction occurs as an isostatic responseto tectonic denudation.
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Fig. 2a. Minimum structural contour map of the Sacramento Mountains detachment fault, northern Sacramento

Mountains[after Spencer,1984]. Contourinterval,200 feet (60 m).
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Fig. 2b. Geologic crosssectionsof Chemehuevi Mountains showing geometry of Chemehuevi and Mohave Wash

detaclnnentfaults [after John, 1987]. SeeFigure 1 for location.

Spencer[1984]modeledthis processassumingzeroflexural
rigidity of the lithosphere. The concept of tectonic denudation resulting in isostatic uphft of an extended area was first

strengthduring extension,Weisseland Karner [1989]investigated the isostaticconsequences
of instantaneousslip on a
normal fault. In their model, isostatic equilibrium and uni-

proposedby VeningMeinesz[1950]during his study of the

form crustal thickness are assumed before extension.

origin of the rift shoulder along the East African rift. This
mechanismhas been widely acceptedand used as a possible
mechanismto explain the evolution of detachmentfault sys-

no extra buoyant forcesand in-plane stressesexcept the isostatic restoring force were consideredfor their model.

Thus

and Axen, 1988; Hamilton, 1988; Lister and Davis, 1989;

that it requires differential amounts of extensional denudation above the basinal and domal parts of a detachment

One problemwith the VeningMeineszmodelin explaintems[e.g.,Davis and Lister, 1988; Wernicke,1985;Wernicke ing the domal and basinalgeometryof detachmentfaults is
Back, 1988]. Assumingthat the lithosphereretainslateral
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Fig. 2c. Geologic
mapshowing
geometryof Whippledetachment
fault (WDF) and its structuralrelationship
with myloniticfoliationbelowthe Whipplemyloniticfront (MF) in its lowerplate [afterDavis, 1988]. Foliation
trendsare shownin myloniticgneisses
(mgn)and a mylonitizedcompositeCretaceous
graniticpluton (mKgr).
Nonmylonitizedgneisses(gn) structurally overlie the mylonitic front, which is intruded by a Miocene dioritic

pluton.WaxEagledetachment
fault(WEDF)offsets
themylonitic
frontca.4.5kmin a N30øEdirection.
fault. However, such a differential extension along an extensional belt in the North American Cordillera has not yet
been demonstrated anywhere. Another problem with the
Vening Meinesz model is that the extended area can never
be uplifted abovethe unextendedarea by isostaticrebound.

Holt et al. [1986] pointed out that even with zero flexural rigidity, Spencer'smodel, which is similar to the Vening
Meinesz model, does not explain how a core complex uplift can exceed the elevation of adjacent unextended areas,
as observed

in the Santa

CataJina-Rincon

Mountains

core

complexesin southwesternArizona. They proposedthat the
uplift of core complexes may have been related to the super-

in the mantle. Block and Royden[1990]showedthat flexural uplift of midcrustal detachmentfaults requiresnot only
local thinning of the hangingwall of a detachmentfault, but

alsoa significant(3-5 km) local reductionin topographicrelief over the domal part of the detachmentfault, a reduction
that they consideredto be geologicallyunreasonable.
There are two major problems with the aforementioned

theoreticalmodels[Yin, 1989b]:(1) all are two-dimensional
and intended to explain only the geometryof domal detachment faults in a cross-sectionalview parallel to the exteztsion

direction,and (2) they do not considerthe role of the horizontal forces perpendicular to the extension direction or the

positionof two processes:(1) regional,low-relief,isostatic geometry of an extensional belt in the formation of domaJ
uplift over a crustal root in responseto tectonic denudation

by detachmentfaulting, and (2) completelocal isostaticuplift during and after later high-anglenormal faulting. Holt

eta]. [1986]calculatedthe flexureof an elastic plate due
to a distributed vertical load from below, based on twodimensional elastic plate theory. They attributed the vertical load to an uncompensatedbuoyant crustal root emplaced

and basinaJdetachmentfaults. The incompletequantitative
modelingand emphasison upwarpeddetachmentfaults may
be attributed to the extensivepublicationsof crosssections
acrossdomal parts of detachmentfaults which are commonly
best exposed.

Jacksonand White [1989] noticedthat large continental
normal-slip earthquakescommonlyinvolve faulting in seg-
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ments of up to about 20 km in length, which are either
arranged en echelon separated by gaps, or involve dramatic
changesin strike along the length of the rupture zone. They
proposed that the antiforms and synforms of detachment
faults in the North American Cordillera reflect the primary
geometry of the detachment faults. If this proposal is correct, then the coaxiality of warped sedimentary beds, foliation and sheetlike plutons, and detachment faults should
not be expected, contradicting the observations.

Spencer[1982]attributedthe antiformsandsynformswith
axes parallel to the extension direction as folds due to reduction of the compressivestressin the extension direction dur-

is to explorethe interactionsof differentmodelparameters.
The following major assumptionsare made. First, I assumethat the upper crust can be approximatedas an elastic

solid with a uniform thickness.I also assumethat the geometry of an extended belt, for example, the lower Colorado

River ExtensionalCorridor(Figure 1), canbe approximated
as a rectangular belt on plan view. Thus the results of the

model should be regardedonly as a conceptualguide to
understandthe warpingmechanism(s)
of detachmentfaults
rather than as the final answersto the problem. It is the first
step, however,in understandingthe physicsof the system.

ing the extension.John[1987]proposedthat the domalgeometry of detachment faults results from the superposition

of two processes:
(1) the antiformsand synformswith axes
parallel to the extension direction developedcoevally with
fault slip as primary undulations of fault surfaces, that is,

fault corrugations,and (2) the antiformsand synformswith
axes perpendicularto the extensiondirection were caused
by an isostatic responseto the denudation by detachment
faulting. John[1987]inferredthat the fault corrugationsare
equivalentto mulhonstructures.Descriptively,a mullion is
a corrugationalong the interface betweena competent and
an incompetentlayer [Wilson, 1953; Ramsay, 1967; Hobbs
et al., 1976]. Althoughmullionsare commonlyfoundon one
interfaceonly, Smith [1975, p. 1608] suggestedthat they
originated as one of two interfaces bounding larger pinchand-swell structures. The theory of the formation of mullions in both Newtonian

and non-Newtonian

materials

14,$83

MODEL

AND RESULTS

Let us consider a thin plate and choose a fixed righthanded rectangular Cartesian frame of referencewith the xy
plane coincidingwith the middle plane of the plate and the z

axisnormalto it (Figure3a). Normaland shearstresscomponents in the x, y, and z directions are shown in Figures
30 and 3c. The sign convention in my calculations follows
that of elasticity, that is, tensile stressis positive. The governing equation for deflection of a thin elastic plate due to
combined vertical, horizontal, and basal shearing tractions

in three dimensions[Fang, 1965]is
(•4W

•-k2•

(•4W

•

(•4W

D[q(x
y)+N•(x
y)O:•w

was

developedby Smith [1975,1977, 1979]and Fletcher[1982].

Y)&:oy
+

It providesa quantitative relationship between the dominant

normalizedwavelengthof mullions(the ratio of wavelength
and thicknessof the incompetentlayer) and the ratio of viscositiesof the competent layer and incompetent layer. This
theory may not be applicable to explain the formation of
domal and basinal detachment faults for two reasons. First,
the theory only concernsthe instabihty causedby variations
of viscosityunder action of an applied stressand ignores the
effect of density contrast on gravitational instability. Thus
it is only appropriate to explain structures on scales of 1

km or less[Smith, 1977]. The tectonichistoryof the North
American Cordillera suggeststhat variations in density due
to earlier compressionand synextensionalplutonism are im-

portant in developmentof corecomplexes[e.g., Coneyand
Harms, 1984; Sonderet M., 1987]. Second,becausedetachment faults are brittle features and their warping is involved

in someareasof unmetamorphosed
sedimentaryrocks[e.g.,
Stewart and Diamond, 1990], the warping may have occurred at shallow crustM levels above a brittle-plastic transition zone where the theologyof the crust is best described

+

Oxy)
+

y)oy
Ow

Oyy)_

Ow

(1)
wherew is deflectionnormalto the xy planeand D is the
flexural ridigity

=

Eh •

12(1- y• )

where h is the thicknessof the elastic plate, E is Young's

modulus,and y is Poisson's
ratio. The termsNx, Ny, and
Nzy (forcesper unit length)in equation(1) are the stress
resultants in the x and y directions acting on the middle
plane z=O of the thin plate (Figure 30). They are related
to the stresscomponents(Figure 3c) by

N•_.•_a/2(o'•,
- o'zz
)dz

(3a)

as an elastic-brittlematerial [Chenand Molnar, 1983].
To understand the mechanismsresponsiblefor low-angle
detachment faults, the following questions need to be addressed. Why did wavelike domal uphfts occur during core
complex extension? Was the pattern of uphfts controlled
by a vertical force due to an uncompensatedcrustal root or
buoyant pluton or by the horizontal compressionperpendicular to extension? Did the shape of an extensional belt control the geometry and magnitude of the domal and basinal
deflection

of detachment

faults?

What

is the role of duc-

tile flow in the lower crust in warping detachment faults?
A three-dimensional thin plate model is developed in this
study to addressthese questions. The goal of this modeling

Nxy -

oyydz

(30)

-

(3c)

.•-a/•

%-

-

-o

whereaxx and a• are the horizontalnormalstresscomponents in the x and y directions and azz is the verticM normM stress component in the z direction. Stress resultants
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Na:and N v are so definedthat the influence
of lithostatic
stressesis removed. Thus, the deflection w defined in equa-

tion (1) is producedonly by tectonicallyinduceddeviatoric

stresses.The termsfa: and fv in equation(1) represent
external loading tangential to the middle plane z=O of the
plate and are defined by the following relationships:

hh+•_•/•
f-a/•
f•- ,•(•)
h- ,•(-•)
f•l•Xdz
-

Ydz

where X and Y are the componentsof a body force in the

x and y directions.The termsrna:andrn• in equation(1)
are the resultant external moment per unit area about the
middle plane, and are defined by

h

h

h

• - •[•(•) - •(-•)] +f •X& (•)
•-•/•

•

-

h h •(-5)]
h +•_•/•zYdz
•[•(5)-

Nx

(50)

The termq(•, y)in equation
(1)is theverticalloadnormM
to the middleplane (Figure 3a).
In situ stressmeasurements
at shMlowcrustMlevels[McGarr and Gay, 1978]suggestthat the stresscomponents
in
the vertical

and horizontal

directions

are •near

functions

of

depth. If we •sume that this relationship holds throughout the crust, then the state of stress in the crust may be

x'

Nx

expressed as
h

•.. - t•,, - • - -P•(5 - z)

(•)

or

%•:

•er•

(6c)

wherePcis the densityof the crustand s, t, c•andfl areconstants. Using (3a) and (3c), we can calculatethe tractions
along the edgesof the plate as

1(1- c•)pcgh
•
• - •l(1-•)p•gh2

h

(7a)
(7•)

Without tectonic disturbance, the lithosphere is under lithm

static stress[McGarr, 1988],that is, M1three stresscomponents are equal and compressive. We have

era:a:
--eruu
--er•z
---Pcg(•
- z)
:v•= :%= :v• =o

(8a)

(8,)

If we choose the x and y axes parallel and perpendicu-

Fig. 3. Notations of external loads,stresscomponents,and framework of reference. a Coordinate system used in the calculation.
The origin is located on the middle surface of the assumed elastic

uppercrust.h isthethickness
oftheuppercrust;
q(x,y) isthe

lar to the extensiondirection,respectively,
andset Na:y=0, vertical forcedue to an uncompensatedcrustal root; the x axis is
then the x and y directions are the directions of the principal stresses. We consider that the lower crust is invis-

parallel to the extensionalbelt; the y axis is parallel to the exten-

siondirection;Pc is the densityof the crust;Pm is the densityof

themantle.b Stress
resultants
Na:andNy asdefined
in thetext

cid.Thisimplies
thaterzv(-h/2)=erza:(-h/2)=O.
Becausein the x and y directions.a, lengthof plate;b, widthof plate;h,
erza:(h/2)= erz•(h/2)=Oat the Earth'ssurface
andthe thicknessof plate. c Normal and shear stresscomponentson the
body force componentsX and Y in the z and y directions top and baseof the plate in the x, y, and z directions.
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canbe ignored,we havefz -- fy -- mz -- my=O. The which is the condition for buckling. This condition can be
boundary conditionsalong the edgesof the plate are those achievedby either gradually increasingthe valuesof a and
fl, or by decreasingthe thicknessof the elasticcrust h.
of simple support, that is,
This relationship has an important geologicimphcations for
(9a) crustal extension and detachment fault warping. For exam- 0
ple, the crustal thicknessmay gradually decreaseduring ex02w
02w
02w
02w.
tension, although the state of crustal stressreamins. Even=0,y=b-- 0
tually, the crust is so thin that the buckling condition shown

+

=

+

(•)

where a and b are the width and length of the plate, re-

in (10b) can be reached. This physicalconceptpredicts
that warping of detachment faults due to buckling should

spectively.Theseconditions
imply that the deflections
of occur during its later stage. Another mechanismthat can
the edgesof the platearezeroandthat the platealongthe reduce the crustal thicknessis thermal heating, which was
edgescanbe rotatedfreely.The latter is the resultof the intimately related to the development of Cordilleran core
assumption
that the lowercrustis inviscid.

complexes.

In general,underthe boundaryconditions
expressed
in
Now let us consider that the thin plate is extended in the
equation
(9), the solution
of (1) canbe obtained
as (Ap- y direction due to stressreduction,that is, the stressin the
pendixA)
y direction•y• is reducedwith respectto the lithostatic
stress, and the stresscomponentsin the x and z directions

n•ry]

remainthe sameand equalto the lithostaticstress(i.e., c•=l

w--E E Am"sin(m•rX)sin(-•
-• (10a)and 0< fl < 1), then equation(10b) canbe simplifiedto
a

rn=l

n=l

and
a

Am• •

b

a )s•n•-•-)dxdy]
Amn[4
f0f0q(x'y)sin(m•rx'
' •n•rY

rn2
)2
/{abD7r4[(.•
- q-•rt2
m2

,-•-•sin(
)dxdy
4f• fo•q(xy)sin(
rn•] "-ZX
n2 2+ 6pcg(l_u2)[(1_
abD•r4{('•q-•)
Eh•
•

b

(13)
In this c•e, buckSngcan neveroccur, and Amn is Mways

positive
because
(1 - •) < 1. Thus
rt2

6p•g(1
- y2)((1
-c•) +(1- •) )]} (100) ma n• • 6p•g(1
- .•)[(1
- •)n2 >0 (14)
+
where m and n are half wavenumbers.

If the distribution

of the verticalloadq(x, y) is known,thenAmnis uniquely The above relationships imply that the sterss reduction itdetermined.
Assuming
that the verticalloadq(x,y) is due self in the extension direction cannot produce buckling of
to an uncompensatedcrustal root emplaced in the upper

the crust, and thus the wavehkedetachment faults during

mantle (Figure 3a), then the distributionof the buoyant extension(cf. Spencer,1982).
If the extensionin the y direction is associatedwith a comforcedependson the geometryof the crustal root, that is,
pression
in the x direction(i.e., axx > •zz > •yy or a >
q(x,y)- rr**(-h/2) - (Pr•-- p,)gd(x,y) (11) I and • < 1), then the bucking conditionrepresentedin
equation(12) may be satisfied.The relationshipamongthe

whered(x, y) definesthe geometry
of the uncompensatedmagnitudeof ffxx • representedby the a vMue, the domcrustal root and is measured from the average depth of the
Moho to the depth where the density contrast is zero. The
vertical load can also be induced by a buoyant pluton rising upward. The magnitude of the upward vertical force
depends on the density contrast between the pluton and
the adjacent rocks as well as the geometry of the pluton.
The effect of plutons will not be quantitatively discussed
here. However, results from the assumedvertical load due
to crustal roots provide the same conceptual guide to how
the distribution of buoyant forces influences the deflection
of a thin

elastic

crust.

Equation(10b) showshowthe deflectionof an elasticcrust
depends on the state of in-plane stressesas represented by

the parametersc• and fl. For instance,if the plate is compressedin both the x and y directionsand c• >1 and fl >1,
then the denominatorin equation(100) may be equal to
zero:

rn2

rt2 2

+
m2

+

n2

inant hMf wavenumber m, and the thicknessof the el•tic
crust h is shown in Figure 4a. The half wavenumbern is
taken to be n=l

for the consideration

of the minimum

en-

ergy causingbuckling(Timoshenkoand Gere, 1961). The
sizeof the plate is •sumed to be a=300 km and b=60 km,
and •=0.8 is assumed.Figure 4a showsthat a thinner el•tic plate would be bucked with a shorter wavelength. It can
be seen that all the curves have minima

which are the mini-

mum a to causebuckling. The dominant wavelengthsat the
initiation of buckhug can be defined by the half wavenumbers correspondingto the minima. For the el•tic plate with
thicknessh varying from 2.5 to 7.5 km, the initial domi-

nant half wavenumberm rangesfrom 7 to 10 (Figure 4a).
This givesa dominantwavelengthof 60.0-85.4km for a 300km-longextensionalbelt. If a and b rem•n the sameand
the magnitude of the compressivestressin the extension
direction incre,es kom •=0.8 to •=0.2, we find that the
dominantwavelengthdecre,es between37.5 and 60 km (cf.
Figures4a and 40). The latter estimatecorresponds
well
to the observeddominant wavelength of domesin the lower

6p•g(1
Eh•r•
- .2)[(1
- c•)•
5-+(1- •)•]- 0 (12)ColoradoRiverregion(Figure1), implyingthat the effective
el•tic

thickness of the crust is thin, probably less than 10
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effect of deviatoric stress on deflection of an elastic plate in

find that the shape of the cross sections are approximately
the same except at the ends of the plate near x --0 km and
x --300 km. This implies that a two-dimensional model is a
good approximation for simulating deflectionof a long plate

this caseis completelyremovedfrom equation (10b). The

with

amplitude of deflection for this caseis

is about 49 m. Figure 5b showsthe deflection pattern with
the same parameters as used in Figure 5a except that the

km, duringthe extensionand that the extensionMdeviatoric

stress
(er• - eryy)is relatively
high.
If c• --/• -- 1, then the state of stressis lithostatic. The

We find that

Due

to Combined

maximum

deflection

in this case

the maximum

deflection

is increased

from 49

to 73 m.

If
the geometry of the crustal root is not uniform, it can be
described in general by a double Fourier series. We now
considera simple casein which the crustal root is sinusoidal
in either the x or y direction. The vertical load can be
determinedfrom (6) as

It depends on the vertical load, the size of the plate, and
the flexural rigidity of the plate.

and Horizontal

The

(15) Sinusoidal vertical loading in the x or y directions.

abD•4(• • •

Deflection

load.

elastic thickness of the crust h is reduced from 12 to 10 km.

. 4
• y)sin(-•
b )dxdy
A,•,•
f•fo•q(•
)sin(•--•

• •)•

a uniform

Vertical

Forces

i

j•rx

q(x,y)-- •(P,n- pc)g[do
- arsin(-•-)] (19a)

Uniform loading. If the distribution of the vertical force

q(x,y) is uniformandis dueto theuncompensated
crustal be appropriate for the case where there is little variation of

root, we have

the crustal root in depth beneath the extensional belt.

q(x, y) -- (Pro- pc)gdo

As shownin equation(17), Area decreases
as half wavenumbersm and n increase.With Area so definedin (17),
the seriesin equation (10a) convergesvery fast and the sign

(16)

the
where do is the depth of the crustal root measuredfrom the of the first term Allsin(•rx/a) sin(•ry/b) determines
sign of the series. Because
averagedepth of the Moho to the regional depth of isostatic
compensationat which the densitycontrastis zero and Pm
q(x, y)- (Pro-- pc)gdo> 0
(18)
and Pc are the density of the mantle and the crust, respectively. Inserting (16)into (10 b), we have
the sign w is completely dependent on the sign of the dem

nominatorin equation (17) which is the sameexpressionas
in equation(12).

2

Amn- [16(p.•- pc)gdo]/(abD•r6[(
a2

Figure 5a showsthe deflectionpattern due to a stressre-

ductionin the y direction(fl-0.5) and a uniformvertical
loadinducedby the presence
of a crustalroot (d0-20 km).

n2126peg(1
- v•)
rn•
n•
+b•, +
((l-a)
+(1-fi) )]) (17) The stresscomponent in the x direction remains the same as

of
wherem and n are oddnumbers.Equation(17) showsthat the lithosphericstress(i.e., a-l.0). The elasticthickness
the deflection is a function of the depth of the crustal root the crustis takento be 12 km, and the lengtha andwidth b
do, the thicknessof the elasticplate h, the sizeof the elastic of the plate are taken to be 300 km and 60 km, respectively.
plate a and b, and the magnitudeof the horizontalstresses The deflectionpattern is a broad upward warp. If we make
represented
by c• andfl. This geometryof a crustalroot may crosssectionsparallel to the y direction acrossthe warp, we

48.'•

',,..••30.0 -..

48.5 •5'

30.0 ..

, 15,0

0

15.0'-•--•
300

a

km

.30.0
50.0

H

H

77o.•

72, fi

30.0

0

b

300 km

i0g__.
5.km,
aDeflection
pattern
tolines
astress
reduction
the
ydeflection.
direction
for
a=•00
km,
•}=60
km,
km,
20
(•=1.0, and
fl=0.5.due
Solid
forpositive
orin
upward
Contour
interval,
15m.
b h=12
Deflection
patterndueto a stressreductionin the y direction.All parameters
are the sameas thosein Figure5a exceptthat

h is reduced
from12 to 10km. Contourinterval,30 m.
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for a sinusoidal load in the x direction with a half wavenum-

+ Z Z {[8(pm
- pc)gdo]

ber equal to j, and as

m=ln=l

y)-

1

- p)g[a0
-

(19b)

/{(2m1)(2n1)D•r6[(
(2m1)'

for a sinusoidalload in the y direction for a half wavenumber

4-(2n- u2)(1
- fi)(2n1)']}}
b21)')2
4-6p•g(1
Eh•r,b
•

equal to k; do is the averagelength of the crustalroot, and
ar is the amplitude of the Moho topography. In the following
calculation,I assumedo - ar and c• =1.0. Inserting (19)
into (10b), we have

sin(m•rx
n•ry
a )sin(•)

(21a)

for a sinusoidal load in the x direction and

- p)go

nD•rS[(•+ •) +

k•ry

ra•, ((1- fi)•)]

w- sin(w)

(2m- 1)2

+{[8(p,•- pc)gdo]/{(2m-1)(2n- 1)D•r6[(

o•

2(p,•- pc)gdo
+
+
•,,,

•• •W•[(• •' •)2 ½e•(•-,,•)(•-•)•
•]sin( . )

a2

u')(1-fi)(2n1)2]))
+ (2n-1)2)2
+ 6peg(1-

+ ]• ]• {[8(pm
- pc)gdo]/

(20a)

m=ln=l

for a sinusoidal load in the x direction, and
k

{(2m1)(2n1)D•r•[(
(2m1)2
a2

2(p,• - pe)gdo

nD•r•[('• ' + T• +

a

ra•-:'t,:

]

+{[8(p.•
-p•)gdo]/{(2m1)(2n1)D•'6[(
(2m1)2
a2
u•)(1fi)(2n1)•]}}
+ (2nb• 1)•)2
+ 6peg(1Eh•r•b
•

4

(2n- 1)2

6peg(1
- u2)(1- fi)(2n- 1)•

1}}

sin(m•X)sin(
n•y
a
T)

(210)

for a sinusoidMload in the y direction. Note that the su•
scripts n or m are no longer variables in the first terms in

(20)

for a sinusoidalload in the y direction. From (20a) and equations(21a) and (21b) but are equMto j and k, respectively. This relation showshow the shapeof the uncompen(20b) we obtain solutionsfor w
satedcrustMroot describedby the hMf wave-numbers
j and
k partiMly controlsthe deflectionpattern.

w- sin(3-•)

Figure 6a showsthe deflectionpattern for a sinusoidMload

with a half wavenumberof j=15 in the x direction,•=0.8,
h=8 kin, d0=20 kin, a=300 kin, and b=60 kin. Becausethe

sin(7-)
n•ry

load is not uniform, a two-dimensionalmodel would not be

0

300 km

0

300

km

b

Fig. 6. a Deflection
patterndueto a sinusoidal
loadin thex direction
fora=300km, b=60km, c•=l.0, •=0.8,

h=8 km,andd9=20kin.Contour
interval,
10m. bDeflection
pattern
duetoa sinusoidal
loadin they direction

for a=300 km, 0=60 km, c•=l.0, •=0.8, h=8 km, anddo=20km. Contourinterval,20m.
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' •••

•.

a

I

300 km

•.?--•////t

30 km

b

'

90 km

Fig. 7. a Deflection
pattern
dueto a sinusoidal
loadin boththex andy directions
fora=300km,b=• km,

C•=l.0,
fl=0.8,h=8kin,andd0=20
kin.Contour
interval,
30m. bDetailed
deflection
patgem
ofa portion
of

Figure 7a. Contour interval, 5 m.

appropriatein this casefor simulatingthe deflectionof the
plate. Figure6a showsa periodic,wavelikepatternwhichis
producedby the sinusoidal
verticalload. A periodicdistri-

butionofplutons
canproduce
a similar
pattern,except
that
the magnitude of deflection would be different from that in
Figure 6a.
Figure 6b showsthat the deflectionpattern for a sinu-

soidalloadwith a halfwavenumber
of/c=5 in they direction,
/•=0.8, h=8 kin, d0=20 kin, a=300 kin, andb=60 kin. Such
a loadingconditionproducesnarrowantiformsand synforms
with their major axes parallel to the extensional belt.

Sinusoidalloadingin both the z and y directions.If the
distribution of the vertical force is sinusoidal in both the z

where

I

(Pro- p•)gdo

k•
•" =• z•[(•+•)•+•pcg(•-v•)
r• ((1- •)•)]
•

-t-{[8(p,•
- pc)gdo]/{(2m1)(2n1)D•r•[(
(2m-1)•'

- 1)•')•
- v•')(1-/3)
- 1)•']}] (,o)
+ (2n
a•
+ 6peg(1
e•**
-(2n
m
The first term in equation(23b) showsagainhowthe geometryof the crustalrootdescribed
by half wavenumbers
j
and k influences the solution.

Figure 7a showsthe deflectionpattern for j=10, k=3,

and y directions,and again is due to the uncompensated •=0.8, h=10 km, d0=20 km, a=300 km, and b=60 km.
crustal root, we have
A numberof structuraldomesand basinsare producedby
the assumedvertical load. The pattern of deflectionmimics
the assumedgeometryof the crustal root. A portion of
I
___
k•ry
the deflectionpatternis shownin detailin Figure7b which
a
coversthe regionfor x between30 and 90 km andy between
wheredo is the maximumdepth of the crustalroot. Insert- 20 and 65 km. Thesefiguresimply that if the bonnyantforce
ing (22)into (10) and assuming
do - ar and a -- 1, we is periodicallydistributed,then the crustcanbe warpedin
have
a wavehkepattern. As plutonsarecommonlyspacedevenly

q(x,y)
--•(Pm
- pc)g[do-a,-sin(J•rx)sin(-•--)]
(22)

duringtheir emplacement
(e.g., Ramberg
, 1981,p. 250253), it is possible
that the formationof regulerlyspaced,

w-- E EA"•'•sin(m•rX)sin(
n•ry
a
T
)
(23a) domal and basinaldetachmentfaults is related to pluton
emplacement.
m:lrg=l
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Deflection D•e to BasM Shear/rig

If we assumethe basal shear is uniform and acting in the

y direction,then equation(1) can be written as
One possible factor, the basal shearing tractions acting
on the base of the elastic plate, was ignored in the previous analyses. This shearing traction may have played an
important role during the evolution of the core complexes

04w

04w 04w _1
Ox
4+20x
eOy
•+Oy
4: D[q(x
y)+N•
(x,
y)0ew
'

and related detachmentfaults [Yin, 1989a]. The shearing
may have resulted from spreadingof the overthickenedlower
crust formed during the Sevier and Laramide orogeniestrig-

0•2

+N•(z,
y)•--ffy•
+ •,•(-h/2)•]

(24)

whereq(x,y) istheverticMloaddueto buoyancy
• defined

geredby Tertiary magmatism[Coneyand Harms, 1984]. previously,
and •z• is the sheartractionactingat the base
The crustal thickening in the North American Cordillera
during Mesozoic time may be of the Andean type and may
have been accomplishedby either magmatic addition, tec-

of the plate in the y direction. The anMyticM solution can

be obtMned• (AppendixB)

tonicshortening,or the combinationof both [Allmendinger,
1986]. Shearingat the baseof the brittle uppercrustdue to
spreading of magma has also been suggestedas a causefor
the development of the detachment fault systemsin the El-

w-- • f(y)sin(m•x)
a

(25a)

m•l

where

doradoMountains,southeastern
Nevada[Anderson,1971].
If a shearing traction exists at the baseof the upper crust,
the lower crust cannot be approximated as an inviscid fluid,
and the effect of viscous drag must be consideredin the

f(y) ----eaxy[Clcos(bly)
q-Cesin(bly)]
+ea•y[C3cos(b•y)
q-C4sin(bey)]

boundary conditions along the bottom and edges of the
plate. The viscosity of the lower crust is strongly depen-

dent on the thermal gradient[e.g., Sibson,1982; Chen and
Molnar, 1983]. If the thermalgradientis high,then the viscous resistance is low. In this case, the viscous effect on

the plate boundariesmay be neglected. In contrast, if the
thermal gradient is low, then the viscousresistanceis high,
and the effect of the viscositycannot be ignored. Thus the
boundary conditionsalong the edgesof the extensionalbelt
should be justified by geologicconstraints.
Cordilleran core complexesoccur in a narrow belt ranging in width from a few tens of kilometers to about 150 km

+

q

D(,•,•
• • + •v,,•,,•,
O•' )

(25b)

C•, C=, Ca, and C4 are constantsto be determinedby the
boundary conditions.
Figure 8 shows the dellection pattern •or a b•al shear
stress equ• to 1 MPa. The size o• the plate is assumed
to be 180 km long and 60 km wide. Other parameters are

•=1, •=0.8, h=10 km, and d0=4 km. By trying different
model parameters, I •ound that the amplitude o• dellection
due to the b•
shearingis very sensitiveto the size o• the
extension•

belt ff the crust•

thickness

helds constant.

For

[Coney,1980].This belt developeddiachronously,
younging example,ff a plate is 10-km thick, a00-km long, and 60-km

in general from north to south. In a broad sense,the development of the core complexeswas spatially and temporally
associatedwith igneousactivity [e.g., Cans, 1987; Cans et
al., 1989; Armstrong, 1982]. The exact causalrelationship
between extension and plutonism, however, remains controversial. On the basisof these geologicconditions,I consider
that the viscouseffect on the edgesof the extensional belt
that bound its long dimensioncan be ignored. Along the
sidesof the extensionalbelt that bound its short dimension,
I assume that

the deflection

is zero.

0

wide, then the ma•mum amplitude is about 11 km •or a
1 MPa b•
shear, •ar beyond the limit o• the el•tic thin
plate theory. This result implies that the b•al shearing
can also result in bucking, •though the bucklingcondition
cannot be explicitly expressed.
DISCUSSION

The resultsof the aforementioned
analysessuggesttwo
possiblemechanismsto explain the formation of the domal

60 km

Fig. 8. Deflectionpattern due to combinedvertical,horizontal,and basalshearingforces. Basal shearstress

equalsto 1 MPa, o•=1.0,fl=0.8, h=12 km, a=300 km, andb=60 km. Crustalrootassumed
to be uniformand
is emplaced4 km deepinto the mantle,i.e., do=4 km.
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and basinaldetachmentfaults: (1) the presenceof uncom-

final elevation

pensated crustal roots with irregular geometries or buoy-

the magnitude of upward deflectiondue to the three mecha-

of an extended

area is the balance

ant synextensional
plutonsbeneathcorecomplexes,and (2) nisms listed above and the amount of
bucklingdue to a compressionin the direction perpendicular the elevation of an extended region.

extension

between

that lowers

to the extensiondirection particularly during the later stage
The analytical solutions obtained here provide a means
of detachment faulting when the thickness of the elastic- to examine the interactions among different physical factors
brittle upper crust was so thin that a slight compression that may have controlled the warping of detachment faults.
perpendicular to the extension direction could cause buck- However, these solutions are based on extremely simplified
ling (Figure 4). Both mechanismsare geologicallylikely assumptionsthat may not accurately approximate geologic
based on the timing of regional igneous and tectonic ac- reality. The followingimprovementsof the model are needed
tivity during the middle Tertiary in the North American in future studies:
Cordillera. First, the core complexes are located in areas
1. More realistic, irregular geometry of an extensionalbelt
where the crust was significantly thickened during Meso- shouldbe used to evaluate its effect on the detailed warping
zoic time, and the occurrenceof core complex extension was pattern of detachment faults.
broadly synchronouswith middle Tertiary igneousactivity.
2. The elastic thickness of the upper crust could be alBoth conditions could provide the source of buoyant forces
lowed to vary, so that the flexural rigidity D is a function
for the formation of domes, particularly during the later
of spatial position.
stage of core complex development when the thickness of
3. The isostaticrestoringforce during extensionalso afthe brittle-elastic upper crust in an extensional belt was refects the deflection and should be considered. This force is
ducedsignificantlyby both detachmentfaulting and thermal
a function of the magnitudeand distributionof extension
heating.
in
the extensionalbelt, as modeledby Spencer[1984]and
The inferred compressionperpendicular to the extension
Weisseland Karner [1989].
direction is consistentwith the geologicconstraintson tim4. Becausethe model applies elastostatic theory, the reing and structural styles during the middle Miocene in the
lower Colorado River region around the triple junction of suits obtained here representeither the condition for the onset of bucklingor an instantaneousloadingcondition. The
Nevada, Arizona, and California. The northern boundary
of the Colorado

River

Extensional

Corridor

and its north-

observedgeologicstructures,suchasthe geometryof warped

ern extension in the Eldorado Mountains, Nevada, is marked
by systemsof strike-slip faults that trend both in the north-

detachment faults, may be a result of the superimposition
of many eventsof deflectionthrough time induced by stress

east and northwest

reduction,upwardpushingdueto buoyancyforces,andcom-

directions.

The most well-known

faults

in this region are the Lake Mead fault system and the Las
Vegasshearzone. The two fault systemshave displacements
of several tens of kilometers and represent a generally N-S
compressionthat is subperpendicularto the extensiondirection in the areas to the south. The main phase of movement
along the two strike-slip fault systems is between 17 and

pressionperpendicularto the extensiondirection. Consideration of the superimpositionof deflection in conjunction

with the isostaticrestoringforce as a functionof both time
and space(whichare fairly well constrainedin many core

complexes)wouldeventuallyhelp us to estabhshan evolutionary model for the developmentof detachmentfault

6 Ma [Bohannon,1984], overlappingthe late stage of extensionassociatedwith low-anglenormal faults and detachment faulting in the Eldorado Mountains, Nevada, between
15 and 11 Ma [Anderson,1971]and the ColoradoRiver ExtensionMCorridorarea between23 and 14 Ma [Nielsonand
Betatan, 1990]. The main phaseof domal uplifts in the
regionwasindicatedby the widespreadoccurrenceof monolithologicbrecciasand landslidecomplexesthat postdatethe
18 Ma PeachSpringTuff [Nielsonand Betatan, 1990;A. Yin

systemsin three dimensions.

later Basin and Rangehigh-anglefaults in conjunctionwith
the presenceof uncompensatedcrustal roots are the driving
mechanismfor the uphft of core complexes. The results of
this study show that at least three mechanismscan hft an
extendedarea: (1) bucklingdue to a compression
perpendicular to the extensiondirection,(2) buoyantforcesdue to the
presenceof uncompensatedcrustal roots or synextensional
plutons,and (3) the existenceof a basalshearingtractionat
the base of the upper crust. The secondmechanismfor the
uphft of an extended area above the adjacent unextended
area is similar to Holt et al.'s [1986]interpretations. The

faults: (1) an upwardpushingby undulatorycrustalroots

CONCLUSION

A three-dimensional model was developed in this study
to explore the interactions among the vertical, horizontal,
and basal shearing forces during the formation of warped
detachment

faults.

The

model

considers

the role of com-

pressionperpendicular to the extension direction and stress
and J.F. Dunn, Manuscript in review, GeologicMSociety of reduction parallel to the extension direction. The results of
AmericanBulletin, 1991]. Thus, domingin the Colorado the model suggest that deflection of an elastic upper crust
River Extensional Corridor was coeval with strike-slip fault- depends strongly on the state of horizontal stress components. The stress reduction itself in the extension direction
ing to the north.
As noted by Holt et al. [1986],someof the Cordilleran is incapable of causingbuckling of a thin elastic crust.
corecomplexeshavehigherelevationsthan the adjacentless
Two mechanisms have been identified that explain the
extended areas. They proposed that the development of formation of domal and basinal geometries of detachment
or buoyant synextensional plutons beneath the extensional

belt, and (2) buckhngcausedby compressionperpendicular

to the extension

direction.

Both

mechanisms

are con-

sistent with the geologic constraints in different parts of
the North American Cordillera during the development of
core complexes. In addition to isostatic uplift due to tectonic denudation, upward warping of detachment faults can
be caused by buckling, basM shearing, and buoyant forces
induced by uncompensated crustM roots or synextensional
plutons.
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APPENDIX
FOR COMBINED

A' SOLUTION OF DEFLECTION
VERTICAL
AND HORIZONTAL
FORCES

Assuming that the plate bucklesin m sinusoidalhalfwaves

in the x direction,we take the solutionof equation(24) in
the form

Equation (1) can be solved by the potential energy

w-- E f(y)sin(m•rx)

method. In the caseof a rectangular plate with simply supported edges, the deflection surface can be representedby

(B2)

a

m--1

a doubleFourierseries[Timoshenkoand Gere,1961;Timoshenkoand Woinowsky-Krieger,
1959]

Substituting(B2)into (B1), weobtainan ordinarydifferential equation

n7ry

w- E E A'•"sin(rn•rX)sin(•
'-) (A1)

d
4f4+bo•d2f +codd--fy
dy
+ dof= •q (B3)

a

m--1

n--1

Each term of this series vanishes for x --0, x -- a and also

where

for y =0, y -- b. Hencethe deflectionw is zero alongthe

m2r 2

b0
= a2 +N•

boundary
asrequired.
Calculating
thederivatives
02w/Ox2
andO2w/Oy
•, wefindagainthat eachtermof thecalcu-

D

lated seriesis zero at the boundary.Thus (A1) satisfiesthe

O'zy

abr4

_ 8o

co oo

m=l

m2

n2

n=l

(B4b)

co= D

boundary conditions. The energy of bending is

m4r 4

Applying the principle of virtual displacements,we obtain

Nxm2r 2

do= a4 -Jr'Da2

(A2)

(B4a)
(B4c)

Equations(B4a), (B4b), and (B4c) showthe physicalmeaning of coefficients
b0,co, and do' b0is relatedto the length
of the plateandhorizontalforceNy in the y direction,cois
relatedto the basalshearing
traction(rzy,anddois related

A• = 4f•f•q(x,
y)sin(•)sin(•)dxdy
to the length of the plate and the horizontal force Nz in the
abOr4[('•-Jr'
'•' -Jr'
•

•' + Ny•')l

x direction.

The particularsolutionof (B3) is

ReplacingNx andNy by

f*(y)-- Ddo
q

1

Nx- •(1- c•)pcgh
•

(A4a)

We need to solve the following characteristic equation

A4 4-b0A24-c0A4-do- 0

1

Ny- •(1- fi)pcgh
•

(A4b)

(B6)

to determinethe complementary
solutionof (B3). There are
two pairsof conjugatecomplexrootsfor equation(B6)

we have

Amn
-- [4

(B5)

q(x,y)sin(rn•rx
)

,k•,2-- a• 4- ib•

(B7a)

,,k1.,2
-- a2 4- ib2

(B7b)

a

for the range of parameters used in this study. The roots are

sin(
na'rl
)dxdy]/{abDa-4[(-•
4solvednumerically by Laguerre's method. Once the roots of
(B6) are found, we can expressthe complementary
solution
in
the
following
form:
-•z,2)((1- c•)
rn•+ (1- fi)•7)]}
n• (A5)
+6p•g(1
Eh•r
•fl(Y) -- eaxY
[Clcos(bly)4- Casin(biy)]

whichis identicalto (10b).

+ea•y[C3cos(b•y)
+ C4sin(b2y)]
APPENDIX

B- DEFLECTION

(B8)

FOR COMBINED

C1, C2, C3, and C4 are constantsto be determinedby the
VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL, AND BASAL SHEARING FORCES
boundary conditions along edges of the plate. Using the
boundaryconditionsstatedin equation(B1), we have
On the basis of geologicconstraintsduring the development of Cordilleran core complexes,the followingboundary
C•+C3q

Ddo

conditions are assumed: a simply supported boundary condition along the edgesof the plate at x --0 and x -- a; and a

C•ea'bcos(b•b)
+ Cae
a'bsin(blb)
+ Caeaabcos(b2y)

zero-deflection
conditionalongthe edgesat y --0 and y -- b.
Thus

+C4ea•bsin(bab)
-- Odo
q

we have

Ow

(W)y=0,b
-- (•xx)Y=0,b
-- 0
(w)x=0,a- 0

(02w
02w
• + U-•y•
)•=o,a
-0

(B9a)

(Bla) ConstantsC2 and C3 are set zero to yield the solutions
finite for a large value b, which is of the order of a few tens

(Bib)

of kilometers.The final solutionof equation(24) is

(Blc)

w-- E f(y)sinm•rx) (B10a)
a

m--1
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lower plate of the Whipple Mountains detachment fault, Whipple Mountains, southeastern California: A progress report, in

where

Mesozoic-Cenozoic

tectonic

evolution

of the Colorado

River

Re-

California, Arizona, and Nevada, edited by E.G. Frost and
f(y)- ea•YClcOS(bly)q-ea•YC4sin(b2y)q-•o
(B10b)gion,
D.L. Martin, pp. 409-432, Cordilleran Publishers, San Diego,

C1 a.ndC4 a.redeterminedby (B9).
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